The Company PRESS
GRAFICA SRL has
obtained the FSC®
certification.
Through responsible forest management,
FSC® mission is protecting the natural
environment bringing real benefits to
people, communities, workers and
ensuring efficiency in economic terms.
FSC® promotes a worldwide forest
management, socially beneficial and
economically sustainable. It ensures that
the products coming from forests are
managed in a responsible way, ensuring
environmental, social and economic
benefits.
The FSC® forest
management
standards include
the protection of
water quality,
prohibit the cutting
of ancient forests,
prevent the loss of
natural forest and
prohibit the use of
highly toxic chemicals.
Forest management which respects the
environment must ensure that the
collection of wood and non-wood forest
maintains biodiversity, productivity and
ecological processes. A socially
beneficial forest management helps both
the local population and society at large to
enjoy long term benefits.
“Economically sustainable” means that
forest operations are structured and
managed in order to be sufficiently
profitable, without generating financial
profit at

the expenses of the forest resources, the
ecosystem or affecting communities.
A great number of consumers,
governments and public administrations
require FSC® products ; companies that
produce certified products have therefore
access to larger markets.
FSC® also requires forest managers, on
public areas such as on private ones, to
engage in decision-making members of
local communities and protect the rights of
indigenous people ensuring that their
voice is an integral part of the certification
process and the impact of management
operations is exceeded.

FSC® is committed, also with the help of
certified companies, in order that the
world's forests meet the social, ecological
and economic needs of current generation
without compromising future ones.
The FSC® mark can only be used by
FSC® printers. For this reason we invite
you to check our certificate on
WWW.FSC-ITALIA.IT site or online at
WWW.FSC.ORG
PRESS GRAFICA SRL offers their
customers a large selection of branded
printed products FSC® without additional
cost: the offer is valid for a selection of
papers covering all requirements.
We therefore invite you to contact us for
every need and quotation.

